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and return to Dr Stephen Kennedy at S.Kennedy@greenwich.ac.uk
Your name: 				 Ian Thompson

Date: 10/03/2019

Name of event / exhibition / project / conference

Peninsula at Coastal Currents, Saint Leonards-on-Sea, UK
Please include a

Key date(s) for event(s)

small promotional
image for your

01/09/2018 – 30/09/2018

event here
Location(s) of Event(s)

Rogue Gallery Studios, 62 Norman Road, Saint Leonards-on-Sea, UK

Project team
Name

Organisation

Role

Ian Thompson
Sarah Sparkes

University of Greenwich

Artist
Artist

Brief description

Part of Coastal Currents festival, 2018
EMPIRE II is an artist led satellite project devised and curated by Vanya Balogh for 57th La Biennale di Venezia.
"Empire II is a spontaneous reflex point, immersive single screen experience with a library, a hot eye that reflects on the
elusiveness and temporality of the digital image, interweaving various paths, trends and approaches to film making.
Ranging from animation to cold cut editing, 115 digital shorts are transported on a hard drive, to reach its final
destination that is a hybrid digital canvas, a boundary between independent cinema and contemporary art." (Event
publicity.)
Referencing supernatural film tropes and drawing on the aesthetics of electronic voice phenomena, Peninsula transports
the viewer into a liminal space. Sparkes and Thompson have combined layers of sound and image to create a
mesmerising yet disturbing journey in which the viewer travels, together with the films unsettling auditory and visual
presence, to an uncertain conclusion.

Main Organiser / Curator

Vanya Balogh
Presenting organisation(s)

EMPIRE II / Vanya Balogh
Coastal Currents Arts Festival

Funding
Funder (including UoG if in-kind)

Activity		

EMPIRE II / Vanya Balogh

Amount (£)

N/A

PLEASE PROVIDE LINKS TO:
Promotional / marketing material(s) – digital copies can be attached at the end of this document

http://coastalcurrents.org.uk/empire-ii/
Brochure: http://coastalcurrents.org.uk/2017/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/CC2018-BROCHURE-LR.pdf

Website(s) and statistical data if available

http://www.empire2.info/

Images – digital copies can be attached at the end of this document

See http://www.empire2.info/

Video

Peninsula on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/233665334 Password: EMPIRE2

Reviews

Visitor demographics – please enter recorded figures below
NO. OF VISITORS:

N/A

Estimated
Actual

AGE GROUPS:

√

√
√
√
√

0–15
16–30
31–45
46–60
60+

AREAS OF INTEREST:

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Art
Design
Film/Media
Sound/Music
Education
Technology
Others

PLEASE PROVIDE LINKS TO:
Visitor testimonials

Social media activity

https://www.facebook.com/events/165290487469563/

Publications (by UoG staff)

Related conference papers (by UoG staff)

References to research

Legacy (further invitations / venues / iterations / research opportunities)

Following our first collaboration for EMPIRE II, Sarah Sparkes and I have been selected as Artists in Residence for the
BEYOND residency at Allenheads Contemporary Arts, Northumberland, UK: https://www.acart.org.uk/
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